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and recent estimates of population The list
distinguishes between the sovereign members and
the British dependent territories and classifies
the latter according to the kind of dependency
Not all the British dependencies come exactly
-within the definition either of Colony or Protec
torate since for historical reasons many come
partly under one heading partly under another
The Commonwealth Secretariat
This body was established in 1965 with head
quarters in London It acts as a central source of
information for Commonwealth membeis and
prepares the ground for Commonwealth meetings
and functions The Secretary General is Mr
Arnold Smith a former Canadian diplomat As
might have been expected the Secretariat has
attempted only the most discreet initiatives in
relation to major Commonwealth problems such
as the Nigerian civil war Rhodesian U D I ind
arms sales to South Africa
Commonwealth Problems
Britain s attitude to Southern African questions
has been for years and remains the principal issue
dividing the Commonwealth With the coming
to power of a Conservative government which has
announced the intention of resuming arms sales
to South Africa the focus has moved away from
the continued existence of a rebel regime m
Rhodesia to what African and Asian Common
wealth countries see as Britain s continued support
for a regime of white domination m South Africa
Britain s support of the Nigerian federal military
government in the Nigerian war also alienated
some African Commonwealth states but with the
end of that war in January 1970 criticism of
Britain s attitude has faded
There is also the long standing problem of
the hostility between India and Pakistan but
this has lone since ceased to be regarded as
an issue amenable to British or Commonwealth
mediation
British entry into the Common Market repre
sents a particularly pressing problem for New
Zealand and the West Indies because of their
dependence on agricultural exports to Britain
Finally British attitudes to immigration and
particularly to the plight of East African Asians
who hold British passports but are nevertheless
barred from freely entering Britain have come to
for extensive criticism m Asian and African
Commonwealth countries
Rebellion m Rhodesia.
The dissolution, in December 1963 of the Federa
tion of Rhodesia and Nyasaland led to the mde
pendence of Northern Rhodesia (as Zambia) and
of Nyasaland (as Malawi) and left Southern Rhode-
sia, renamed Ehodesia as a self governing colony
Rhodesia s white minority Government pressed
for complete Independence The Rhodesian
Pront under the Prime Mmistership of both
Mr Winston Held and Mr Ian Smith, had in
sisted that Ehodesia had an immediate right to
independence based on (a) the fact that it had
been self governing for forty years and (6) that
this was morally if not Indeed explicitly but
privately promised by British Ministers when the
RhodesJan Federation was broken up The
British Government both under Conservative
and TJabour rule specified only that while Bho
desia should move to independence hke any other
self governing dependency it should be under a
constitution broadly acceptable to the people as a
whole and should provide for a peaceful transition
to majority rule This principle was elaborated
in a statement of five conditions set out in the
following paragraph It was not said by either
party that independence could not be granted to
Rhodesia until a government elected on a fran
chise wide enough to be described as a govern
ment ' of the majority Is actually in power
But that majority rule must be the precondition
was asserted by the two Rhodesian African
leaders (divided but both in prison) by the
African States by the United Nations and by
some Commonwealth countries
 Five Conditions lor Independence of Ehodesia —
In the protracted negotiations between Mr Smith
and Mr Wilson to reach a settlement in 1965 the
latter took his stand on the following five condt
tions —
 1	a guarantee of unimpeded progress to
wards the majority rule already envisaged m
the 1961 Constitution
 2	a guarantee of no retrogressive amend-
ments of the 1961 Constitution
 3	an immediate improvement in the poll
tical status of the African population
 4	progress  towards  the  elimination  of
racial discrimination  and
 5	the overriding reauirement that Britain
must be satisfied that any proposed basis for
independence would be acceptable to the
Hhodesian population as a whole
The British Government offered to co operate
in a crash programme of education for Africans to
fit them to take an effective share in the economic
and political life of the country within the span of
possibly a decade
Unilateral Declaration of Independence—The
long pressure for independence from 1963 to 19b5
reached its climax on 11 November 1965 when
Mr Ian Smith declared the independence of
Ehodesia and the British Government -were con
fronted by an act of rebellion (TT DI became
known as ID I the illegal Declaration) The
rebels protested their loyalty to the Sovereign
whose commands however they were repudiat
ing African opinion was outraged and among
the countries which broke off relations with
Britain were two Commonwealth countries
(Ghana and Tanzania) Mauritania Guinea Mali
the Sudan Algeria and the Congo (Brazzaville)
Britain ruled out from the start the use of force
but Mr Wilson embarked on a policy of graduated
economic sanctions including an oil embargo
the objective being the emergence under economic
hardship of a bberal alternative to the Smith
regime The United Nations took the view that
the 1961 constitution had broken down and that
the decrees signed upon IDI amounted to the
destruction of all safeguards for the rule of law and
for human rights in the 1961 constitution and
earlier legislation
There are many aspects of the complex position
in Rhodesia and several interpretations can he
be given But one central fact must be stated
simply nearly five million Africans remain sub
ordmate to 230 000 whites The implications of
the rebellion go far beyond Rhodesia It has ex
acerbated the whole problem of race division in
Africa As such it has aroused strong feelings in
black African countries and has strained the
Commonwealth (on the multi racial character of
which Britain has set such store) The rebellion
exacerbates in particular the threatening con
frontation between black African countries and
South Africa and Portugal
Commonwealth Conference 1966 and Rhodesia
—At the Conference of September 1966 it was
decided to give the Rhodesian Front regime a
final chance of a negotiated settlement with
Britain. If the offer were rejected Britain under
took to sponsor jointly mandatory sanctions at
the UN withdraw all previous proposals foi a
constitutional settlement and not grant independ
ence before majority rule was achieved. The final
offers by Britain had to be accepted before a fixed
date
It was agreed that the British Government
would not recommend to Parliament any const!
tutional settlement which did not conform with
six principles These six principles were the five
conditions for independence set out in an earlier
paragraph together with a sixth namely no
oppression of the majority by the minority or of
the minority by the majority
The Bide on the " Tiger "—After secret talks
about talks' between officials during the summer
of 1966 Mi 'Wilson and Mr Smith had talks on
2 December on board HMS Tiger off Gibraltar

